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Editorial
Welcome to the 2009 Summer issue of
Aftspace, a summer which is proving to be an
active and energetic one for LSA members.
Before I elaborate on all of that, however, I
would like to draw attention to an urgent,
matter. Readers will notice that, once again, we
have had to list LSA Committee vacancies
which need to be filled. lf you feel able to join in
the work of LSA, please contact the Chair of
LSA, Gordon Fyfe on 01926 312150 or
q ordon.fvfe@q ma l. com
i

The recent spate of exhibitions is an indication
that artists, indomitable as ever, are not
intimidated by such things as a'credit crunch'.
We have the'Open'at Leamington Art Gallery
and Museum, which any artist in the West
Midlands was able to enter. 'Love Story'
by David Miles has won the prize with an
enigmatic image consisting of 25,000 plus kiss
crosses, maybe denoting the mystery and
sublimation of love, certainly far removed from
Hollywood's concept of glamour and grief. And
we await the result for the People's Prize. Our
local Art Gallery has seen a renaissance in
recent years with an ever increasing number of
shows and activities.
The poster competition promoted by LSA in
conjunction with Chiltern Railways has
concluded, and the award presented to winner
Susan Bassett by lan Baxter, General Manager
North, of Chiltern. Susan's excellent design has
been expertly processed into double royal
poster size, by Roger Howe, our graphics
manager. The poster is to be displayed at
Chiltern stations, down the line to London. Two
additional awards were presented by lan
Baxter; to Cheryl Portlock and Rodney Philcox.
The award ceremony at Leamington Station on
Weds 24th June was a great success and well
attended.
The LSA Summer Show at Warwickshire
School of Arts is, of course, at the front of

exciting affair.

At Rugby's Lewis Gallery, Mo Enright's
important exhibition runs till July 4'n. She has
presented images of monumental piles of
books posed against severed trunks of wood,
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in the form of logs. Gordon Fyfe, in opening the
Show, interpreted Mo's work in terms of ideas
about modernity, enchantment and
'disenchantment'. ln late June David Wilson
Homes hosted an exhibition of selected works
by LSA artists. The show, was headed up by
Bryan Sapwell and Corinna Spencer, and
included works by Peter Lovelock, Dave Lewis,
Dorothy Biddle, Jan Rawnsley and Bren
Boardman. Another exhibition of note, mounted
by the Association of Midland Artists, is
reviewed in this issue. A series of exhibitions in
Leamington's Farley Street have been
organised by Alfreda McHale and have
included fully fledged conceptual work of an
arresting nature. Other initiatives by LSA artists
include Sue Lewis-Blake's studio openings at
The Mill, Mill Lane in Little Shrewley on
selected Fridays, Beatrice Hoffman's
exhilarating and adventurous exhibition of
sculpture at Little Preston which opened on
Friday June 26th, and Andrew Christopher's
weekend exhibition at St Gregory's Hall, Henley
Street, Stratford on Friday 3'd July from 5.009.00 pm. There is Guiseppe Pittarello's show at
the Loft Theatre from 8th to 18th July. Finally, as
a complement to the Summer Show we have
the Open Studio event with fourteen LSA
artists. Lastly one should not forget the Peter
Blake exhibition of prints at The White Room,
Regent Street which runs to July 4th.

Do check the LSA website: www.lsaartists.co.uk to find out where all these
happenings are taking place. lt also points to
the need for contributions in the way of reviews
of such exhibitions. Material can be sent to
artspaceeditor@hotmail.co. uk or to
d.phillios@abdab.com (reviews editor). I try to
include many of the local shows and also
extend the remit to others of historical and
aesthetic significance, as I hope this edition of
Artspace demonstrates. lllustrated articles are
most welcome. The only condition I have for
contributions is that where they do incorporate
images could authors provide the following
details where appropriate'. size, title, medium,
artist, dafe, (the acronym STMAD might be a
useful aide memoire!) Finally as our
membership continues to grow in number,
particularly following the LSA stall at the recent
Peace Festival, it would not go amiss if you are
able to spread the word that we welcome not
just artists but art lovers. .

Jonathan Treadwell

Photograph by Ray Spence of Chiltern Railways Poster Award Presentation
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lan Baxter of Chiltern Railways, presents Sue Bassett's award winning poster at Leamington Station. To the right: Gordon Fyfe
(LSA Ghairman), Dr Chloe Johnson (Senior Curator at Leamington's Art Gallery & Museum) and Gerry Smith (Deputy Ghair of LSA)

Artspace is sponsored by Warwickshire School of Arts and by TW Printing
Warwickshire School of Arts is a leading provider of visual arts and media courses both full and
parttime.
All enquiries to the Principal
lan Goates,
School of Arts,
Warwick New Road,
Leamington Spa, CV32 sJE.
Tel: 01926 318233

TW Printing
Aftspace is printed by using the latest digital copying technology, both in colour and black and
white; direct from disc.
Call TW Printing for all your digital printing needs.
Unit 4b St Mary's Road,
Leamington Spa, CV31 1PP.

Tel: 01926 883757
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Neil Moore, OZYMANDIAS, 2008, charcoal on paper, 51x 68.5cmO

Dear LSA members,
On Friday 15th of May, LSA chairman Gordon Fyfe, Deputy
Chairman Gerry Smith, Treasurer and Artspace features editor David Philips,
Artspace Editor Jonathan Treadwell and artist and LSA member
Andrew Christopher had a meeting to discuss the possibilities of securing
studio space for Leamington Studio Artists.

It was decided that Andrew Christopher and Gerry Smith would put together a
team of LSA members whose aim is to find and secure studio space in the town
of Leamington Spa.
One of the sites that will be of interest to us is the Old Leamington Library
and gallery on Avenue Road (see above illustration) The properly is owned
by Wanvickshire College and as recently as Feburary 2009 a proposed plan for
re development was accepted by the town council. At this time the property

remains unsold and boarded up.

If you are interested in being part of a team that will affect change,

please

join

Andrew Christopher and Gerry Smith in helping to create a project that will
provide opportunities for many.
For more information please email contact@andrew-christopher.com
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Venice Biennale, 2009

The Venice Biennale is the oldest and best of
all the biennales that now proliferate all over the
world. lt was first held in 1895 and has
continued, apart for breaks for two world wars,
ever since. Untilthe 1990's it was held in the
Giardini ('the gardens',) in which participating
countries built their own pavilions which
reflected their position on the, then, world
stage...Britain, France and Germany's being
the largest apart from ltaly.
Being selected for Venice has been compared
to getting selected for the Olympic Games, as
in both you represent your country, although
foreign artists are sometimes selected to
represent countries, as in this year's biennale
where Liam Gillick, controversially, represents
Germany.
Historically Britain has been represented as
one country and shown in the colonnaded
splendour of The British Pavilion, but in 2003
Wales and Scotland decided to have their own
pavilions and in 2005 Northern lreland followed
their example.
This was partly because the British Pavilion had
become increasingly London based and in fact
hadn't shown an artist from outside the M25 for
more than ten years and partly because
devolution had given the project added
impetus.
I was involved in the Welsh breakaway and the
politics were fascinating. Suffice it to say that
this year the British Pavilion is actively
advertising the presence of the other pavilions,
a thing they certainly didn't do in 2003.
The opening days of biennale are the place to
be if you are a curator, dealer, artist or just an
Page 6

art-world free loader with internationa I am bition.
It is a massive non-stop three day private view
with countries vying with each other to host
spectacular parties. ln the rush to the best
canap6s and Prosecco, the art unless it is
outstandingly good and/or controversial, is
secondary, most people go back later in the
year to see it properly.
This year was no exception, there seemed to
be more of everything, more countries
participating, more collateral events and more
openings and parties. Elton John was there in a
massive yacht called 'Addiction' and alcohol,
from Bellini's to beer flowed freely.
It is impossible to see all the exhibitions, the list
of which ran to 27 pages in the press pack and
even more impossible give them all equal
attention. ln the morning when you are alert
your reactions are very different to six o'clock in
the evening when all you want to do is sit down
and have a cold beer.

ln the Giardini, Venice Biennale,

So what would I recommend to people
travelling there this summer? (lt in fact
continues till November but some of the
collateral events close earlier.) Buy a ticket for
the Giardini and the Arsenale...go early and get
a timed entry ticket for the Steve McQueen
video in the British Pavilion. There were
enormous queues on the opening days and the
sight of the Art glitterati actually running up the
avenue to secure tickets at 1Oam was one of
my personal highlights. I also liked the video, a
melancholic view of the Giardini in winter which
subverted the overt nationalism of the pavilions
and emphasised the transience of the art. As

for the other 30 or so national pavilions in the
Giardini my personal favourite was Australia but
I also liked France
Then to the Arsenale, in which is the rope walk,
or Cordieri, one of the longest buildings in
Europe where the invigilators ride bicycles.
found the exhibition here, curated by Daniel
Birnbaum, much better than usual in terms of
use of this gargantuan space and some of the
artists had also used the space well. Others
seemed overwhelmed by it and the results were
thin and very weak. Also in the Arsenale are the
newcomers to the biennale, the United Arab
Emirates who have colonised a new area which
you have to reach by boat at the moment,
though a bridge is planned. Their exhibition was
more a paean to the cultural development
taking place in the country than an art
exhibition, but other exhibitions in the area,
notably ones from The Autonomous Region of
Murcia and an exhibition entitled Unconditional
Love from Russia were more successful.
But with 77 nationd pavilions and 44 collateral
events in and around Venice you are bound to
miss some, I wish I'd seen Mexico, and Fiona
Tan in the Netherlands pavilion. I'm glad I saw
Yoko Ono and Attakim, both collateral events in
Palazzelto Tito and Palazzo Zenobio
respectively. Also lceland, in Palazzo Michiel
dal Brusa on the grand Canal, who have
installed a painter, Ragnar Kjartansson and a
pile of blank canvasses which he intends
painting on for the duration of the
biennale........
I

Overall there was a far less political and far
more contemplative feel to this year's Biennale.
The other note worthy point was the rise of the
Arab nations and the decline of a presence
from Africa, Gabon was the only African country
represented this year.
But go and see it all, and make up your own
mind, about the relative merits of the exhibitions
in this sprawling, but temporary, mass of art
that now spreads to every corner of Venice. But
whatever you do don't miss the latest
permanent addition to the display of
contemporary art in the city. This is The Punta
della Dogana a magnificent conversion of the
old Customs buildings next to Salute. These
were bought by Frenchman Frangois Pinault,
who also owns the Palazzo Grassi, to house his
vast collection of contemporary art- Both the
buildings have been sensitively adapted by
architect Tadao Ando and are the most
beautiful spaces, using the natural light and
leaving bare the original walls. They house a
fantastic and eclectic collection of well known
contemporary artists including Cy Twombly,
Sigmar Polke and Rachel Whiteread.

Gwenllian Ashley
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Unconditional Love. Venice Biennale. 2009@
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Fatal Attraction: Diana and Actaeon, The Forbidden Gaze at
Compton Verney.

This exhibition which closed at the end of
May'09 was quite demanding for the viewer.
Here were to be seen a Jan Brueghel, a
Veronese, a Delacroix, a Cranach, all beautiful
paintings in their own right, among many
others, and only a few miles from Leamington,
Waru,rick and Stratford. How lucky were we to
avoid the trip to London to see the equivalent?
Allfifty or so works were culled from a larger
total of 300 odd, exhibited first at the Musuem
Kunst Palast, Dusseldorf. They were though
also, part of a larger theoretical construct, and
one which required a considerable intellectual
input on the part of the viewer. lt was not
enough to indulge in aesthetic niceties alone, if
you were going to extract the full flavour of this
exhibition.

Pierre Klossowski, (1905-2001) Dianna and Actaeon,1981, pencil
on paper, 214x147cm, Jean-Paul Jungo Collection, Geneva @

Take the first part of the title: 'Fatal Attraction',
of course, was the title of a film, which had
many unnerving moments, when a woman
who thought she had been taken advantage of
by a married man started terrorizing the family,
boiling pet bunnies among other things and
attempting to drown him in the bath. She didn't
Page 8

succeed while, Diana, disposed of Actaeon,
(the second part of the title), by turning him into
a stag to be eaten by his hounds when he was
out hunting and inadvertently caught sight of
her bathing. But she was a goddess. So, in the
Roman poet Ovid's account in Metamorphoses,
the consequences were dire and so too in the
film where the woman dies. Yet the connection
seems somewhat stretched if one looks at the
exhibition in that way. But it isn't meant to be so
simple, and other concepts are involved which
go beyond the consequences of an unintended
action.
There are questions of nudity, sensuality,
deviancy, voyeurism, sexuality, taboos and at
the same time original thinkers are co-opted
into the frame. So the last part of the title 'the
forbidden gaze'refers back to Mulvey's
cinematic notion of 1975 where she defines the
gaze as a mode of looking driven by desire. ln
order to understand this concept we need to
quote her, 'To gaze implies more than to look at
- signifies a psychological relationship of power,
in which the one who gazes is superior to the
object of the gaze'. So by now you have
understood that this exhibition isn't really for
children or those who don't like to think about
their art. You will not comprehend and fully
appreciate the impact, the richness and the
complexity of this exhibition unless you
understand that art is fundamentally an
intellectual activity, that art is part of the history
of ideas. lf you take this suggestion on board it
helps understand the present state of play,
with the differing and competing
media screaming for our attention, whether they
be video, film, photography, installation,
performance gradually easing out the more
traditional modes of painting and sculpture, at
least for the time being, Take for example 'Love
Story' by David Miles, the Judges' Choice for
the award at the'Open 2009'at Leamington Art
Gallery. The strength of the piece lies in the
concept, with a multitude of criss-crosses which
can create a narrative, revolving around a
theme, which fuels so much art, across the
spectrum of artistic endeavour. Klee's titles
were an important part of the reinforcement of
the image but in this case the idea is
everything. For true blue conceptual art one

should turn to the pieces by Alfreda McHale
and Sarah Maurice-Smith in a recent exhibition
at the Farley Street Gallery Leamington. Here
one encountered art that was thought
provoking, challenging and profound, worthy of
greater and further prominence.
What's more, such ideas are couched in some
examples in direct terms where you get a video
of knees up mother brown in 'Balkan Erotic
Epic', 2005, which you wouldn't want your
maiden aunt to see, as peasant women
celebrate the rain and commune with the gods.
Or Burkhard's photographic image indebted
to Courbet's 'Origin of the World' or Dumas and
Ruffs blurring of erotic images taken from the
internet or polaroids of friends in uncertain
poses. You then have to reach out to Mulvey
for being involved in such voyeuristic action; by
now you have been 'caught in the moral
ambiguity of looking'.
Another supporting theorist called on is Berger
from 'Ways of Seeing' 1972 where he argues
that'women were depicted as being aware of
being seen by a spectator, from the
Renaissance onwards.'There are examples of

this as in Schiele's'Seated Nude with Violet
Stockings' and Berger continues 'Men act and
women appear. Men look at women. Women
watch themselves being looked at'. lt's doubtful
if Berger had in mind Crewdson's'Beneath the
Roses'where a boy stands transfixed staring at
a mature woman's nudity as she emerges from
a large camper van. The motif is reflected in a
pool of water and reinforced accordingly. Do
you see the image, a digital chromogenic print,
as salacious, bordering on child abuse or just a
chance encounter and the most natural thing in
the world? This exhibition, thought provoking
and stimulating throughout, raised such
questions. The more contemporary work was
freer in its interpretation of what was
permissible, showing how art responds to its
social and historical context. This in itself was
refreshing but as we all know now, such
freedom will have to be fought hard for, against
a tidal wave of bigotry, which threatens to
engulf us. Long may we have such challenging
and intriguing exhibitions.
Dave Phillips

:

.1

Albrecht Direr (1471

-

1529) Arlist with Reclining Female Nude, 1538, Woodcut on paper, 7.5 x 21.4 cm
University of Erlangen collection, Nuremberg@
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Open 2009 Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum

distinctively red cap he wears and the sheen of
reflected light off the entire canvas which is a
result of the artists' use of gloss paint.
Textiles are an ever popular feature of many
exhibitions such as this one and three are
featured here. Bren Boardman's Where flowers
bloom, so does hope is a blaze of colours and
textures that dominates the space around it,
perhaps overshadowing the pieces near it. This
work was also one the first to be sold, with
three people interested in it on the same day;
the couple who made it back from the cashpoint
first have acquired a very striking piece for their
home!
As is not uncommon with open exhibitions the
judges'choice winner has provoked some
wildly conflicting comments from visitors and in
the comments book. That choice was David
Miles' Love Story, which consists of thousands
of tiny
Suminder Sahota, Kate Plackett, Joanne Bannister, Terry Webste@

Thirty nine works by thirty three artists out of
over three hundred submissions represent this
years West Midlands Open at Leamington Spa
Art Gallery & Museum. ln comparison to the
2007 Open this exhibition has a sparse
elegance to it, and also features a heavier
emphasis on two dimensionalworks than
previously. ln fact only one video piece was
entered, and very few three-dimensionalworks
at all.
ls this an accurate indication of the work West
Midlands artists are pursuing or one of the preconceived idea of what the three judges (who
were independent of the gallery), were most
likely to accept though?

The most striking of the three-dimensional
works here is Terry Webster's Raven in
Winklepickers (see above), whose smirking,
challenging stare greets visitors as they enter
the exhibition, as if Loki has returned from
Norse legends. ln contrast, the other work that
strikes most visitors first: Caiuss Dutton's
Threshold, (see below), is an image that shies
away from comment, a man alone in his
thoughts, head down, sitting on a concrete wall.
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Caius Dutton, Threshold,2008, gloss paint on canvas,

1 1

Oxl 30cm@

meticulous criss-crosses, or kisses, in ink on
paper. According to the curator of Open 2009,
Tammy Woodrow, this work was selected by
the judges because it was a superlative
example of 'abstract conceptualism'. Having

observed peoples' reactions to it however, it
would seem that more than few stare intently at
it expecting a hidden image to emerge as if it
were one of those 'magic-eye' posters so
popular in the 1990s.

some far-flung tropical isle. lt is also the only
work in the exhibition which makes use of
watercolour, in itself an unusual medium for
abstract paintings, whereas allthe other
paintings are oil or acrylic.

The'People's Choice' award, announced after
close of voting on the 23d July, is another
eagerly anticipated part of this exhibition, where
the prize money comes from LSA. Andy Farr's
The Silent Witness may well be a front-runner
in this aspect, a very tall canvas with
photographic images from the trench warfare of
WWI and quotes from the poetry of Siegfried
Sasoon, Wilfred Owen et.al is overlaid with a
large painting of the Leamington War Memorial
statue, where the soldier is painted half in stone
and half in flesh & clothing. lt is a striking image
and is a poignant reference to the military

As someone who believes'Art' should
encompass some gentle mischief and humour
more than it appears to today (although not in
the vein of D. Hirst or T. Emin), two works here
I think show the value of a wellthought title.
Grace Newman's A force to be reckoned with
lightbox has a subtle image of Superman's
chest logo picked out in coloured spots. Then
there is the pastel sketch of an ostrich
stretching its neck high by Jane Duppa-Miller, a
tender image that when coupled with its title:
Wistful Thinking becomes one of aspiration and
a little hope.

operations ongoing today.
Photography is strongly represented too:
enigmatic portraits such as Jim Button's
portraits from South Africa and the voyeuristic
'surveillance' style of Ben Sutton's
P.O.V.O.H.P.#1 sit alongside the more
technical and constructed works of Ray
Spence's Detritus and Winter Sunrise,
Kenilworth Castle by Peter Moore.
Of the works that maybe described as 'straightfonvard' paintings the technical skill and
awkward pose of the figure in Neil Moore's
Clasp catches the eye and commands a lot of
attention from many visitors. The unusual
'birds-eye' perspective of the two works
submitted by Ben Clarke: View on Yellow and
View on Blue, also draw many visitors for a
closer inspection. At a distance they appear to
be abstract images but close-up they are
actually paintings showing ordinary people
walking, maybe to or from work, as seen from a
90" angle. Landscape painting is perhaps best
represented by Lizzie Cariss' Field which
depicts a dark and brooding rain-swept
headland and has more than a touch of J M W
Turner to it.

David Miles' two pieces are not the only
examples of abstract work, As I went out one
morning by George Taylor is a mixed media
image that evokes the morning of a summer
holiday when the heat is yet to rise and
unfamiliar landscapes bode for a day of
discovery. A very different perspective suffuses
Suminder Sahota's Polyp which is an altogether
aquaticthemed image: it brings to mind those
strange, alien worlds of coral reefs or the
miniature worlds of rockpools at high-tide on

The LSA is well-represented in this exhibition
with seven members having their pieces
selected, which equates to a little under onefifth of the total work on show. This is more than
made it for Open 2007 and hopefully is a sign
that joining LSA is a good and positive move for
any and all artists!
Overall then this Open 2009 seems to suggest
that artists in the West Midlands continue to
explore and expand artistic endeavour to a high
and prolific standard, particularly this far from
the London-centric media outlets of art
discourse. lt is only a shame that so few of the
submitted works make it through to the final
selection, albeit if that process does ensure
only the highest quality works are displayed.

Jonathan Treadwell

(left) Jane Duppa-Miller, Wistful thinking, 2008, pastel on paper,
40x60cm@.

(right) Alison Huntzinger, Red Fireplace,2009, digital photograph,
65x45cm@
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Grace Newman, A force to be reckoned with,2OO8, acrylic ink on

x-ray print and lightbox, 75x30cmO
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Robert Lavers, Newquay Boatmen@

(top) Marigold MacGregor,

A Rainy Day@

(below) Bruno Cavellec, Ihird Season@
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The Spring Exhibition of AMA, Holy Trinity Church,
Beauchamp Avenue, Leamington Spa
The spring exhibition of this group
seemed to lack the usual bounce,
although the massive banner was
impressive. There were a mere twenty
or so artists exhibiting. The venue was
the vestibule of a church.
It really is not good enough that artists
should be denied the proper
opportunities to exhibit their work. Had
WDC agreed to LSA's request to run the
'Old'art gallery in Avenue Road, AMA
would have been able to exhibit in a
purpose designed art gallery, as part of
the exhibition programme. lt is a
magnificent example, located centrally,
and one of the few surviving examples
of an Art Deco building in Leamington.
The people of Leamington Spa raised
money for this gallery through public
subscription in order for it to be built, and
were justly proud of it. lt is a place paid
'for the people by the people', so they
could see the work of local artists as well
as others. All artists who have exhibited
there over the years consider it to be a
fine and generous exhibition space, with
high ceilings, a central glass cupola and
four bays. AMA has, unfortunately, lost
out accordingly. Much more could be
said on this subject. All seems to be in
abeyance now, for the time being. ln
defence of WDC one must recognise the
massive investment that is represented
by the new art gallery and museum,
across the river. A lively programme of
the highest order is now in place there.
Yet, very recently LSA has formed a
sub-committee under the guidance of
Gerry Smith, Deputy Chair and Andrew
Christopher, Locations and Project
Manager, seeking to renovate the Old
Library in Avenue Road to provide
studios and exhibition space. You will
see mention of it elsewhere in the
Journal.
What then of the work itself which was
displayed in the AMA show? The
hallmark of many of these well known
artists in Warwickshire emerged and
was immediately recognisable, which
says something of their stature. So the
coded enigmas of Judith Hickling

appeared this time in warning of
unforeseen dangers in the countryside,
although you wouldn't immediately
recognise it as such. The image was
largely composed of a huge bush
growing out of the side of a ravine,
painted in her usually competent
manner, with the passers-by outlined
above, who could, one senses, tumble
down if care was not taken. Pat
Carpenter's portrait of a woman with
grey hair and a cat was very catching
with the interplay creating a symbiotic
relationship, and an unspoken narrative
emerged with subtle undertones. Sheila
Millward's strong and unflinching life
studies teased the eye with the message
of the need to understand form in all its
complexity. Margot Bell, with her
understanding of ornamental nature in
various manifestations, used line and
colour to embellish her imagery and
create space, which was quite telling.
The large image of an unidentifiable
form, in an unrecognisable location, by
Pat Evans promised much because of
its unresolved nature, prompting the
viewer to wonder expectantly. There
was a luxurious playing with paint which
promised much. lngra Harland gave us
her usual evocation of ancestry, like
shadows projected on to memory, skilful,
searching and comforting. This with her
silhouetted nude donated to the raffle,
showed a sound grasp of the body.
We all wait to know who won the raffled
works of Bell, Williams and Harland
which were allworth having. June
Bryer's landscapes are subtle
renderings of the ordinary in nature, so
the touches of paint, dryly applied
transport one immediately out there into
the nowhere in particular, engulfed by
the poetry of the mundane through the
medium. Nancy Upshall with her
unmistakable colour, the heat of orange
and red stacked together in rigid
formations like layers of rock, the space,
the outback, will never change and
never should for she has institutionalised
her style.
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It is impossible to mention allthe
achievers, but perhaps one that seems
to be popular with most artists is Libby
January, and she has currently an
exhibition of her work at Stratford
Leisure Centre. Her work is large and
consists of pastels layered with acrylics,
containing abstract forms, symbols and
signs. Her private language is based on
renewal, that of flora and 'the country
green'. Her indebtedness to Cy
Twombley (1929) is self evident and his
exhibition last year at the Tate
anticipated hers. His work, which
commands high prices, is characterised
by random scrawls on white and
sometimes black grounds. His rejection
of traditional ideas of composition is
echoed by January, and stems from
Pollock's 'all over style' but is looser and
more disorganised. Twombley, who has
an international reputation, settled in
Rome in 1957 and found his inspiration
in Antiquity (unlike his contemporaries),
whereas January finds hers in figments
of nature. With contemplation you can
find in her work an inner silence which
goes beyond the mark making. Not all
observers find this style so thrilling,
among them Bernard Levin who

dismissed Twombly's pictures as'silly
scribblings'. Not so January's, I think.
Hers is driven by the inner certitude that
her state of feeling is recognisable by
the viewer, who should be able to
respond, even though hers is a private
language. She is clothed in Kandinsky's
'Spiritual in Art'where he argued that his
emotions could be put on a surface and
understood by others, through his mark
making. Her work is alluring, even
though dateless, for time is of no
consequence to her, when you are
demanding the ultimate aesthetic
response to scratches, blotches,
scrubbings, linear cavorting, colour
differentiations, and so much more,
much in pastel, confident that your state
of being will suffuse the image and be
radiated accordingly.
ln conclusion, the artists were there, for
one saw their work, but somehow it was
dwarfed by the ecclesiastical venue. lt is
always useful but not always easy to
provide catalogues or lists of works or
titles. One only wished AMA had been
able to do so. Yet this was no swan
song and with their massive banner one
knows they are a force not yet expired.

Dave Phillips
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Libby January, Think about it1, 2009, mixed media on paper, 70x50cm@
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The Singh Twins, Art in Motion

Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum

Visually the Singh Twins art can be
characterised by an astonishingly intricate
details, multiple perspectives within the same
image and very vivid colours (they
predominately use poster paint, gouache and
gold dust on mountboard). Often working
together on the same piece, (each sister sat at
opposite ends of the work so one is seeing the
image upside-down), the Singh Twins often
produce works that form a series based on a
theme. This exhibition was based around four
of those series': 'Sportlight', 'The Art of Loving',
'Facets of Femininity'and the'Heaven & Hell:
William Blake Project'.

Rabindra KD Kaur Singh, Dance on lce,20O2, poster paint, gouache
and gold dust on mountboard, 36.5x50.2cm@

This exhibition highlighting the work of the
Liverpool-based Singh Twins from the late
1980s to work commissioned for Liverpool's
stint as European City of Culture in 2008 was
one that banished the murk of winter and
heralded the arrival of spring in a triumphant
flare of vivid colours, bittersweet social
commentary and supreme technical skill.

The basis for the Singh Twins' style is one that
sets out to combine the traditions of lndian
painting with a modern take on Western art but
their work certainly far exceeds such a simple
analysis. The Singh Twins describe their art as
'past modern'-a term they use to challenge the
dichotomies of both Modernism and PostModernism and offer an alternative of uniquely
'British' art that openly acknowledges the
historical influence of non-western culture on
that of the western world.

The 'Sportlight' series is an endeavour by the
Singh Twins to introduce the tradition of lndian
Miniature art to western audiences. By using
that genre to create images with a mass
appeal, namely popular sports and famous
sporting figures as their subjects, such as
Dance on lce (see above), the Singh Twins
presented ten images that explored the way
sport has become commercialised and it's
famous protagonists celebrities. Mr & Mrs
Beckham, David Ginola, Venus Williams and
Muhammad Ali were all featured here too:
linked to themes of 'branding' of a sports stars
image, sport as show business, the merging of
sport into fashion and media circles and the
ability of sporting heroes, in rare cases, to
highlight social injustice such as racism. The
particular way in which the British media
televises, reports and manipulates sporting
events was another overall theme of this series.
The Killing Game showed the commercial 'big
money'sponsored sports killing the Olympian
ideals of international sporting fraternily. From
Zero to Hero was a gently satirical look at David
Beckham's rise from national villain at the 1998
World Cup to the worldwide commercial brand
figure he is today. ln Action Replay (see centre
colour section), was perhaps the most
controversial work on show here, causing some
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umbrage from those, very few, visitors who
seemed determined to find fault with the
exhibition. On a football pitch English, German
and Argentinean fans and hooligans confront
each other as above them two chariots charge
towards each other: Churchill and Thatcher in
one and Hitler and General Galtieri in the other.

The'Facets of Femininity'series was a
collection of portraits of iconic women (again
from a western perspective), from the 20th and
21't centuries such as Madonna, Mother
Teresa, Princess Diana and Maria Gallas
amongst others. Each portrait was detailed with
symbols relating to the subjects' life and media
image: the jewelled cross and single red rose
that were placed in her coffin for Maria Gallas,
the pelican motif in the Mother Teresa image
symbolised Christian self-sacrifice and
Madonna was shown holding a chameleonreflecting her ever-changing on-stage
personas. Each portrait had a multitude of
these symbols that built-up a complex and
layered commentary that drew the viewer into a
deeper reading of each image that reflects how
the often simple and fixed media profiles of
famous people ignores the reality that
everybody, even celebrities, has many aspects
to their lives,
The tradition of Ragamalas from 17th century
lndian painting was the basis for'The Art of
Loving' series, a tradition of creating images
that visualised the melodies of classical lndian
music. Here the Singh Twins used titles of
songs from western pop music instead and
created images that highlighted the sentiments
and lyrics of those songs. Raining ln My Heart
(longing)for instance depicted a love-sick
young man in his bedroom which was also a
shrine to Marilyn Monroe, many of the Monroe
images were black & white suggesting that not
only was she unattainable through her demise
but also because the man was living in the
wrong era, perhaps not even born when she
was at the height of her beauty and fame. A
similar theme pervaded Solitude (Absent Lover)
where a dressed-up woman sits mournfully at a
dinner table set for two, set against a dark and
starless night sky. Other features of this series
included the Osbourne's'reality' television
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show: Star on a TV Show (public relations), a
daughter helping her mother prepare for a night
out with a mixture of western and lndian makeup and beauty treatments Steppin' Out With
My Baby (My Donna)and, across a number of
the other paintings, many images of the actor
Mel Gibson - who would seem to be a particular
favourite of the Singh Twins!
The'Heaven & Hell Project'was the most
political of the works here, using the imagery
from William Blake's religious paintings, the
Singh Twins here portrayed President Clinton
as the devil, Mrs Thatcher as the Grim Reaper,
and Princess Diana as the Hindu goddess
Durga. ln the painting Partners in Crime we
were also presented with Tony Blair as George
Bush's poodle and both men standing over a
war-torn world. Also in this section was the
Singh Twins' bloody and scintillating painting of
the events of the storming of the Golden
Temple in Amritsar incident in 1984 (see
below). A work worthy of an exhibition of its
own - in a marvellous show of delights.

Jonathan Treadwell

The Singh Twins, Nrnefeen Eighty-Four, 1998, poster paint, gouache
and gold dust, '140x1 10cm@

Light, Form and Golour, Three Artists at Rugby Art gallery.
Katharine Barker, Diana Davies and Jan Rawnsley

This classy exhibition helps to focus on some of
the key pictorial elements of picture making and
to that extent is an essay in aesthetics.
Katharine Barker's work is the most austere of
the three. Taking her cue from the restoration of
curtains and fabrics generally, which has
preoccupied her for many years; images
emerge of expanses of delicate soft surfaces
with pinpricks of colour. lt is a critique to some
extent of her professional life, where that which
on restoration can be bestowed is only a small
part of the whole. What is fascinating to note is
that large complete panels gradually become
fragments in the process of disintegration,'With
fhese fragments I have shored against my ruin'
Eliot. Clearly, the inner logic of her creative
process has alarmed her so, that to avoid the
ultimate disintergration that is the inevitable
destiny of wool, thread and fabric, even though
registered in paint she has turned to relief
sculpture. This has the character of exploration
with the folds of curtain or drapery in relief but
subdued in colour. What one admires about this
work is the finesse, the restraint, the balance,
the thought, the intellect coupled with intuition.
The work is no flash in the pan, or lucky
accident, but the formal expression and
exploration in part of the teasing subtle
rotundity and concavity of form, translated from
softness to hardness but retaining its elusive
and baffling essence.
Diana Davies's work has the aura of peace, of
shapes that speak to each other, and in unison
speak to us. The restful pastel colours give
assurances that all can be contained. The
restless spirit which flares and expires is not all,
for underneath the surface lies a more profound
balanced view of the world. These visual
equivalents of harmony are disguised essays in
tolerance, so one shape, one colour, different
combinations point to one end, 'fhe still centre
of the moving world'Eliot. These paintings are
equivalent therapies to the restless, nervous
and troubled and point to the parallel universes
of normality. They also remind one of the
Mediterranean with bleached out shapes that
conjure up life rewarding heat. She is in good
company with her brevity and economy that

have echoes of Nicholson and Scott but she
retains her own world, and creates enjoyment
and delight.

Jan Rawnsley has produced work where
restraint is swept aside, so in a seascape,
immersion seems possible in the blue frothy
water. No constraints, all wild abandon, with
images of sumptuousness which go beyond the
norm. She knows the power of place, of water,
of sun. 'Artspace' has spoken of her in a
previous issue and this work is in accord with
the passion of her brush. The tendency to
abstraction should be avoided if these works
are evidence of her ability to relish paint as a
means of releasing images that make us tingle.
Dave Phillips

Katharine Barker, Struclural Change,2009, oil and mixed media on
canvas, 30x24cmO
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Neil Moore "The Beauty of Ugliness", East West Gallery.

Neil Moore is a talented and committed artist
whose vision has a perverse ambiguity in that
even the'beautiful' has a message beyond the
form. There is one vast drawing in the
exhibition which greets you by the door and at
first sight it seems like one enormous
photograph. You literally have to stand back to
take it all in and then it dawns on you that what
you are looking at is the foot of some gigantic
statute. You marvel at the accomplishment of
the drawing, hardly believing it to
be possible that such accuracy of observation
could hold together so cogently. Yet it does and
then you read the title'Ozymandias', and the
whole historical force hits you too. You
remember the poem by Shelley 'Two vast and
trunkless legs of stone, Stand in the desert'. Of
course, this is what 'a traveller from an antique
land said'. and then you go to the poem, having
taken in the detailed texture of the rendering of
stone, the sculptural quality and the size of the
drawing, and you truly feel Neil has caught
the tragedy of the past and even of now, as you
read the words on the pedestal in the poem:
'My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: Look
on my works ye mighty and despair'. This could
well be a new development in his work and

one which gives him plenty of scope. The
aesthetic experience is not enough without a
hidden narrative. How difficult it must be to
render perfection with nubile bodies and perfect
faces yet at the same time challenge the easy
assumptions of such imagery, and say
something. The Mannerists of the 16th century
sought to undermine the balance and harmony
of the classical while, at the same time retaining
its essential features. So, Moore does not flinch
from a red-blooded torso, or a penis that flaunts
its full measure, or a breast that is discernable
under transparency, or a lithe body that is
tossed into the air, or an eye that greets you at
one level only to reject you on another. All his
works are painted with a huge understanding of
the human form, flatly realised so that the
shapes fill the surface with mathematical
certainty. Moore has reached his apotheosis,
and any change of style would be a betrayal of
his commitment to the enigma of perfection. His
work should be spread far and wide, displayed
on countless walls, in countless countries.

Dave Phillips

Neil Moore, I thee,2O07, oil on canvas, 107x107cm@
Neil Moore, Auto da Fe,2OO7, oil on canvas, 152x112cm@
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Katharine Barker, Restauro 1, 2009, oil on canvas, 90x90cm

Philip Goddard , Untitled,2008, mixed media in wood box,
45x38x20cmO
@

Jane Rawnsley, Whitby Amusements,2009, oil on canvas, 62cm x 62cm@

Diana Davies, Cardiff Bay ll, 2007 , mixed media on canvas,
66x92cm@

-

Jan Brueghel the Elder (1568 1625) Diana and Actaeon c.1595 Oil on
copper, 26.6 x 36.2 cm Johnny van Haeften Ltd., London @

-\

-

Cad Blechen, (1798 1840) Women Bathing in Terni Park '18281
1829, Oil on canvas, 109.5 x 72 cm, Museum Kunst Palast,
Dtisseldorf. @

-

=gon Schiele (1890 1918) Seated Nude with Violet Stockings 1917
Gouache and charcoal on paper, 45 x 30 cm Private Collection, Courtesy of
Richard Nagy Ltd, London @

Gregory Crewdson (born '1962) Untitled'Beneath fhe Roses, 2004, Digital chromogenic print,
144.8x 223.6 cm, Private Collection@

Neil Moore, Cabal,2O05, oil on canvas,91.5x1 17cm@

Neil Moore, L_red,2008, oil on canvas, 56x41cm@

Bryan Sapwell 'An Artist's Journey' Rugby Art Gallery

Bryan Sapwell, Angry 5ea,2008, digitally altered print.
30 5x25cm@

This work was the expression of a
mature creative persona whose
recognition of progression and self
discovery was discernable. From the tell
tale signs of competent painted

representational challenges of
landscapes or boats in harbours, he
moved on experimentally to add wax to
his arena and explore the concept of
ambiguity. These slate like images that
from one perspective seemed like an
examination of close up of surfaces of
material, and from another, an aerial
view of an entire valley were metaphors
of the near and the far, the touchable
and the viewable. Strong work
constructed with conviction and insight,
playfully keeping the viewer slightly
perplexed and intrigued. The exhibition
as a whole showed a mind ready to
pose problems in imagery and solve
them, and in doing so produced pleasing
work. The last image related to
projections to be taken from
photographic work and computer
generated imagery putting him into
cyber space. This is indeed a creative
mind and the next exhibition, one
suspects, will be very different. lt was
good to see the whole development of a
restless talent which still has far to go.

Dave Phillips

Bryan Sapwell, Stoke Bruene Waterways Museum, 1976, oil on canvas, 76x51cmO
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'ln the Music', Paintings and Gollages by Jane Williams in the
Annexe, Royal Pump Rooms, Leamington Spa
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Jane WiIliams, Iulessiaen CTarinet, 2009, carbon

pencil

&

graphite on paper,

21x16cmo

How appropriate for these works to be hung in
the Annexe of the Art Gallery and Museum,
during the Leamington Music Festival
Weekend. This was no mere coincidence as
Jane is the official Artist in Residence with
Leamington Music. The thirty works or so,
consist of scenes of musicians making music,
based on sketches done over the last eighteen
months, Drawing is the key to her inspiration,
for as the pencil moves through space and
time, so does music, even though the finished
result is different, with one visible and the other
not. The paintings and drawings capture the
immediacy of the event, even more so than a
photograph, for they transform the moment into
the magical sphere of the imagination. "All Art
aspires to the condition of Music" wrote
Schopenhauer in 1860, and this 'truth'was
enhanced later by Pater in the 1890s, as part of
'The Aesthetic Movement'. Whistler's
'Nocturnes' are an example, where he sought
to create imagery that held mood, and the
Futurist Russolo's attempt to equate music with
colour, These paintings though depict the
action of making music rather than attempting
to find a visual equivalent in the private
language of abstraction. To that extent they are
not esoteric lessons in imagery but immediately
intelligible and delightful scenes.
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The artist has used certain techniques: such as
highlighting what seems a moment of totality, in
the gesticulated extremes of various chromatic
variations, of those who play the instruments,
as they interpret the score; undulating flowing
brushstrokes weave linear rhythmic
impressions to create, at times, a sort of
ectoplasm, uniting the parts. A single figure, a
single note, encircled by enfolding curtains of
darkness, relieved by bright visual notes literally
displayed, contrast with the staccato of groups;
humour with an illustrative playfulness captures
how individuals become a unison, with space,
light and colour in so many clever ways, making
us respond positively to the action.
There are only a few other artists who have
concentrated so completely on this subject as
to adopt it, as a genre, in its own right, as has
Williams. This was a successful exhibition and
an enjoyable one, too.

Dave Phillips

Jane Williams, The Bach Players,2009, carbon pencil & graphite on

paper,19x25cmO

"Within The Domestic"- Sarah Maurice-Smith and Alfreda
McHale
This show was a little gem that managed to
combine the cerebral with the aesthetic without
compromising either. lt may have been a
disappointment for those that like their art hanging
on walls and matching the curtains, but the
Bergmanesque beauty of the six installations that
comprised this show must have moved even them.
Restricting the show to only six works meant that
each had the room (sometimes literally) to make its
statement without interference. lnstead of limiting
our appreciation of the work the domestic space at 8
Farley Street, Leamington Spa, added to it. The
setting, the clever use of the space and the choice
of work combined to make this a memorable and
worthwhile experience.
All the work was beautifully finished to a high
standard. Particularly impressive was Sarah
Maurice-Smith's "Dinner at Five O'clock". This was a
life-size kitchen made entirely of plain cardboard:
cupboards, refrigerator, table, sink, cooker floors
and ceiling. This was a universal kitchen, but
drained of colour and absorbing light it echoed
ghostly memories. A feeling enhanced by the
images of domestic objects projected on to one wall.
Emptiness, loss and sadness inhabited this space
and it would be difficult not to be moved by it. The
labelling of the work directed us to memory loss and
illness as the appropriate interpretation of the work
but this was hardly necessary.
This quality of making was also evident in Alfreda
McHale's "Shilly Shally". The white walls of the
gallery space combined with the perfect white
screen to transport us to a medicalwaiting area. We
are forced to walk round and intrude into the private
space hidden behind the screen where two white
chairs sit side-by-side, waiting. The seats of the
chairs were removed and replaced by safety pins
that acted as signs to the anxiety of the absent,
anxious and want-to-be parents. The strength of this
piece is the way we are led through the narrative.
It's meaning unfolds steadily and unmistakably
before us, not open to misinterpretation, and only
available after we have become complicit voyeurs
on this couples pain.
Maurice-Smith's "Eat Me" was not so subtle.
Sinisterly placed in the smallfirst floor bedroom, a
net curtain partially hides a small table that supports
an open bag of sweets. A sound recording echoes
the remembered words of the abuser "There's a
good girl", "This is our secret" etcetera, as sadly and
inevitably sweets are traded for innocence. Although
beautifully staged this was Janet and John
installation art. Nothing is demanded of the
audience and ultimately nothing is gained.
McHale's "Have the men had enough?" was also
given a room of its own and again the presentation
was effective. Here dinner settings are projected

from above onto a crisp linen tablecloth that covers
a table. Four chairs were arranged around it. The
disappointment here was a sense of opportunities
missed. The repetition of the still images of
alternative settings of uneaten meals seemed to say
nothing other than to suggest a cycle of domesticity.
As feminist social commentary it lacked bite.
More satisfying was her "You haven't a leg to stand
on". Here a table with four mismatched legs is
covered in a crisp white tablecloth that is richly
fringed with flowing tresses of human hair. The work
is enigmatic. Why the different legs? Clearly this
carries meaning but what? The title doesn't help us;
this table has got four legs. The hair is beautifully
embroidered into the tablecloth and signifies craft
and domesticity. There are different shades of hair
that in turn suggests individuality and possibly
children. McHale herself argues that the piece
should be interpreted in a certain way. For instance
she wants us to interpret the mismatched legs as
symbolic of passing time and ultimately to
acknowledge our own inherited characteristics. I am
not sure this interpretation is possible from the work
and its title. I also wonder whether it is necessary.
For me the object, with its surrealqualities,
displaces certainty and invites interpretation. lts
strength is its very uncertainty.
The only work not made specifically for the show
was Maurice-Smith's "Play with me". This archival
piece from 2005 documents a collection of lollipop
sticks. Specimens are recorded and documented for
filing in display draws. A voice recording explains
the collection to us and draws our attention to its
highlights. Amusing, cleverly done and oddly
fascinating in its own right, this piece leaves a
strong impression before we even start thinking
about its meaning. Sometimes art works are
stronger because of what is left out of them rather
than unnecessarily included. This missive could
usefully be applied to the remarks at end of the
voice recording accompanying the work that tells us
that if we look at things superficially we may miss
their real qualities. This was an oddly
condescending statement to conclude such an
intelligent work.
There are risks in artists curating their own work and
inevitably there were some weaknesses in this show
but taken as a whole it was a great success with
some very good work, cleverly presented in a
beautiful space.

David Miles
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Philip Goddard at Brock Street gallery, Bath

This was indeed an instructive exhibition
about'flotsam and jetsam'which in large
part makes up Philip's work. Fine metal
mesh that acts as a foil to the weathered
wood, sparsely painted has been added
recently. These works have nothing of
the aura of commercialism about them,
nothing slick or shiny. The artefacts are
not the high flyers of suave bustling
townscapes or romantic blissful scenes
on beaches, but that which is left over.
These works have the delicate aesthetic
touches of the seeming untutored,
transformed into art with a knowing mind
and substantial sensibility. They are
made up of wood found or swept up on
a beach. The analogy could be that
success in life is illusory: fragments
simply remind one of the broken,
transmuted aspects. These detritus are
not of the town and city as was the work
of Schwitters. Universality is sought and

the inclusion of mesh brings into play at
an unconscious level, world events with
the denial of human rights and
incarceration without trial. The
constructions are set in white box
frames, the contents ready to
disintegrate, as is the value system they
represent with its vulnerability, and
reliance on tolerance and humanity.
They are so very distinctive.
Fundamentally they need loving homes,
for like the frail and the hopeless they
need comforting. They stick in the mind
and their potential dissolution is akin to
looming disaster whether it be global
warming, over population or pandemics.
Not all of us can succeed. Their
aesthetic is a timely reminder, that even
the humble fragment can give
satisfaction. Yes, powerful works that
have a very rare aura and a power of
authenticity.

Dave Phillips

Philip Goddard , Flood Tide, 2008, mixed media in wood box,
48x34x20cm@
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Philip Goddard, Day Trip ll, 2008, mixed media in wood box,
48x34x20cm@

The Bristol School of Artists

The evidence for there being a collection of
artists working in the same place at the same
time, Bristol 1810-1840, dealing with the same
kind of subjects in a similar manner is
presented here. Romanticism, in the form of
landscape only played a minor role in the art of
this time (but it was developing). The popular
art of the day was 'genre'. And the most
respected art was the 'historical,'- panoramic
suites of significant portraiture.
The principal artists of the Bristol School were
Edward Bird, (in Bristol by 1797), Francis
Danby, (there in 1817), Rolinda Sharples,
(moved to Bristol, well Clifton anyway, in 1811),
E.V. Rippingille (living in Clifton in 1817) and
Samuel Colman. One view of the foundations of
the 'School' is that it developed out of sketching
groups, which met up at various houses and
also went out into the local landscape. This is
the version that sees Danby as the pre-eminent
'Bristol School'artist. Bristol was only a phase
in Danby's career.
Danby also remains in print, (a monograph) and
is mentioned in'English Painting' (William
Gaunt, Thames & Hudson 1964) and 'Art of the
Romantic Era'(Marcel Brion, 1966, also T. &
H.) I believe this is due to the persistence of
landscape as a fashionable genre. A genre in
which Danby mainly worked.
I do not agree that the Bristol Schoolwas
primarily concerned with landscape. I believe
that the most significant of the Bristol School
artists existed in the shadow of Hogarth and the
persisting influence of his 'modern moral
subjects' (spread wide as prints). And their
contemporaries David Wilkie and James
Mulready and as a result were enveloped by
the genre known (confusingly) as genre
painting, alternatively'story pictures'. Genre
received a boost because "At the start of the
1800s, works by...[David Teniers the Younger]
were all the rage on the London art market,
which was undergoing a boom thanks in part to
the forced immigration of wealthy aristocrats
along with their holdings of Old Masters, from
France and elsewhere on the continent."(David
H. Solkin). Wilkie was seen at the time not just
continuing the tradition but bettering all who
came before. Now his reputation is virtually
non-existent.
None of them (as far as we know) were born in
Bristol. Danby was lrish, E.V.Rippingille was
from King's Lynn, Rolinda Sharples was

probably born in Bath, Bird came from
Wolverhampton, Colman's origins are
unknown.
The Bristol Literary and Philosophical lnstitution
was set up in 1824 at this peak of artistic
activity. lts aim was to promote the arts in
Bristol. There was a callfor patrons from
amongst the city's rich; some came fonvard
some were already providers such as John
Gibbons (ironmaster), D.W.Acraman (ironfounder) and Charles Hare (floor-cloth
manufacturer). The money in Bristol (in decline
at this date) supported a number of artists.
John Gibbons supported two of the most
significant artists of the Bristol School - Danby
and Rippingille throughout most of the 1820s.
But patronage was not sustained and
Rippingille was in London by 1835. Danby was
in London by 1825 but dependent on loans
from Gibbons, who Francis Greenacre
describes as'the perfect patron'.

Rolinda Sharples, Self-Podrait, c.1814, oil on canvas, Bristol's
Museums, Galleries and Archives O

Today genre painting couldn't be less
fashionable. lmpressionist landscapes have the
status of founding texts of modernism, what
appealed to the academy before is seen as
retarded! But there is much of interest. The
dictionary definition of genre is 'painting
subjects from everyday life'. lt can additionally
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be categorized as containing realist
representation and narrative elements (or
gimmicks).
These Bristol artists also undertook portraiture
as their bread and butter, the group portrait and
in some cases the truly remarkable mass
portrait. ln the 20th Century people generally
preferred less in their paintings.
Rolinda Sharples' (1793-1838) father James
(1751 12-181 1 ) pastel painted American
politicians (including George Washington) when
he died her mother, who was both a miniaturist
and a copyist of her husband's work,
(commanding equal prices for the copies)
moved back to Bristol from the U.S. From this
time onwards Rolinda's mother devoted herself
to the education of her daughter and son
(James junior, also an artist). The world of
Clifton (then just outside Bristol) and Bath for
people with a private income, such as the
Sharples family , was one of luxurious gentility
- Rolinda's self-portrait of (possibly) 1814,
shows a young woman at a piano, an artist
confident in her abilities.
Her first large-scale composition was 'The
Cloakroom, Clifton Assembly Rooms'of 1818, it
shows her friends and acquaintances almost to
the point of caricature this is Rolinda at her
most Austen-esque. By 1825 Rolinda was
painting topical documentary works such as
'The Stoppage of the Bank'. This image
showed the run on The Bristol Bullion Bank
which stopped'making payments'in 1822. This
was exhibited at The Society of British Artists in
1827, the same year that she was elected a
member.
According to E.D.H.Johnson in 'Paintings of the
British Social Scene' (1986) she "missed no
opportunity to show examples of her work at
provincial exhibitions which were becoming a
regular feature of the artistic scene". Her family
had a modest private income. Additionally they
accumulated a small fortune through their art.
'The Trial of Colonel Brereton' (1832-34)
includes over 100 portraits; it is a documentary
account of his court-martial for negligence,
during the Bristol Riots of 1831 . The Trial of
1832 was curtailed by the suicide of the Colonel
after two days. Rolinda uses the trial as an
opportunity to represent Bristol 'society'.
Her final and most ambitious work -'Clifton
Racecourse' (1836) pre-dates Frith's'Derby
Day' by twenty years. lt is more stylized,
romanticized even than the Frith.
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Rolinda Sharples, Clifton Racecourse, 1836, oil on canvas, Bristol's
Museums, Galleries and Archives @

Frith's big pictures, his crowd scenes such as
'The Railway Station'and 'Derby Day'were the
ultimate'art as event' in Victorian Britain,
barriers had to be erected to hold back the
crowds, record fees were paid for the engraving
rights and there were massive subscriptions for
said engravings.
ln 'The Village Gossips'there are some issues
of relative scale, likewise in 'The Cloakroom,
Clifton Assembly Rooms'. 'The Village Gossips'
(1828) is almost worthy of Brueghel. Rolinda
died in 1838 aged 44years.
Edward Bird (1772-1819) (another early death,)
was one of the, (at the time,) spectacularly
famous David Wilkie's, main competitors.
Elected R.A. in 1815, he died poor but was the
most influential of the Bristol artists, 300 people
attended his funeral.
Bird painted deep, glossy shadows and it was
this style; (its resemblance to old masters,)that
led to him becoming a RoyalAcademician and
'Historical Painter to Queen Charlotte'. lt was in
this role that he painted both 'The Departure of
Louis XVlll from Dover' and 'Arrival of Louis

xvlll'
Bird rose from the very bottom rung of artistic
production: a Tin and Japan-Ware
apprenticeship in Wolverhampton, he moved to
Bristol and continued in his original profession,
but started to add further strings e.9.. tuition.
Pictured are three'sporting types' disappointed
- disinherited from 'The Reading of the Will' of
1811. You can perhaps infer that there was an
expectation, maybe gambling debts! This is an
archetypal genre picture, the letter and the will
were favourite subjects allowing complex
readings, often these pictures had
accompanying texts. But the clues are all there
within the image.
Bird's (completed) works, that I know of: 'The
Reading of the Will' and 'The Departure of
Louis XVlll from Dover'(1816) show heavy use

of varnishes and robust characterization for
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Edward Bird, The Reading of the Will, 1811, oil on canvas, Bristol's
Museums, Galleries and Archives @

E.V.Rippingille's tribute to his friend, the portrait
of 1817 is the most indebted in style appropriately. Rippingille preferred light and flat
colours, at least in this the early part of his
career, before he went to ltaly and (according
to Francis Greenacre) became a very mediocre
artist. But I have not seen any of this work.
Bird's early demise, in poverty, typifies the fate
of artists at this time. Occasionally he knew
wealth, but there was then no safety net. The
Rippingille portrait was being engraved after
Bird's death - proceeds from the sale of which
were to go to his family (three children and a
wife) but the engraver died before completion.
The precariousness of the artist's life was
summed up by Rippingille in a lecture thus:"lt is
a fact that has been ascertained by actual
experiment that artists will die of starvation if
they are not fed"
Edward Villiers Rippingille (1798-1859) was
said to be a rather dissolute character, he was
fond of drink and spent time away from the
easel playing the guitar, he was also radical
politically - a democrat. He wasn't elected R.A.
because of his 'irregular' lifestyle- he had at
least seven children by three different women,
only one of which he married. He did though
employ the rather desperate measure of writing
a most obsequious dedication in the first issue
of his magazine of 1843, 'The Artist and
Amateurs'Magazine': "l OFFER [sic] you the
homage of a dedication as a mark of the
respect in which I hold your talents as artists
and your qualities as men..." lt didn't work!
E.V.Rippingille's'The Recruiting Party' (1822)
showed off all of his talents - houses, trees,
men, women, children, a dog, a landscape.
Designed to make a point at the R.A. and to
depict the society he lived in like, Hogarth
(1697-1764) and Wilkie (1785-1841). lt is rather

flat and stilted as a whole. But if you break it up
the separate vignettes work very well.
The first instance of crush barriers being
needed at the R.A. was for David Wilkie's
'Chelsea Pensioners reading the Gazette of the
Battle of Waterloo' (of the previous year).
Rippingille could be seen as jumping onboard a
bandwagon along with William Mulready whose
'The Convalescent from Waterloo' was also of
1822, it was a fashionable subject of the day..
Only seven years after that battle. Rippingille's
picture doesn't have the triumphalist jingoism of
the Wilkie; it has parallels in folk songs such as
'The Plains of Waterloo'. British Society was in
a state of hangover from a long war. Perhaps
1822 was the year that the impact on the men
who had fought sank in.
'The Recruiting Party'shows about 35 people,
at a fair, making it a mass portrait - some of the
people have been identified, others may simply
be 'types'. lt shows, in the centre the recruiting
sergeant and the likely recruits. There are a
number of sub-groups, a Russian (Jewish)
trinket seller. People dancing to the music of a
fiddle player (who is having a whisky poured
into his mouth). And most tellingly at the right a
woman, the mother of the new recruit leaning
against the tree (the ribbons on his hat tell of
his new status). There is also a shadowy,
damaged soldier, a returnee, his red coat no
longer bright, no longer fit or fully a man
seeking alms. This grouping shows some of the
consequences of soldiery: as relevant today as
when this picture was painted.
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E.V. Rippingille, The Recruiting Pariy, (delail) 1822, oil on canvas,
Bristol's Museums, Galleries and Archives @

As well as pure landscapes Francis Danby
(1 793-1 861 ) painted'Apocalypses' smaller and
less chaotic than his near contemporary John
Martin (1789-1854). They are more controlled
maybe because they are smaller. William
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Gaunt described Danby as a follower of 'mad'
John Martin. They exemplify a Romantic
attitude to Nature. He also painted sentimental
scenes of children (in landscapes). He had a
long career with distinct phases, the Bristol
period was linked to the aforementioned
sketching parties - armed with poetry they
would go out into the country around Bristol
(Rippingille with his guitar,) and this led to
pictures such as'An Enchanted lsland' (1825),
bought by Gibbons. This patronage saw Danby
continue in the same 'poetical' Claude-like vein
with 'A Land of Dreams', 'The Naiads lsle'and
'An Enchanted Garden'.
The demand for'novelty' led Danby to illustrate
Bible scenes, particularly from The Book of
Revelations. lt was a trip to Non'uay in 1825
which gave Danby a source of extreme imagery
"what appealed to him was a wildness and
sense of menace which could be imagined to
go beyond the bounds of reality" remarked
William Gaunt in his book'English Painting'
(pub.1964.).
Samuel Colman (1780-1845) also painted bible
scenes, such as the moralistic'St. James' Fair'.
He was religious: belonging to a non-conformist
sect. A gifted artist, his work has some peculiar
colouring, his aim in 'St. James' Fair was "to
provid[e]...Bristol's errant citizens with a
sermon in paint as an unwelcome warning to
mend the evil of their ways." The building at the
right is a brothel and, as David H Solkin
describes in his book: 'Painting Out Of The
Ordinary (Modernity and the Art of Everyday
Life in Early Nineteenth-century Britain,)' (pub
2008,)
"the hat and ribbons hanging outside...indicate
that its current occupant is likely to be a recent
recruit to the army." Colman may be seen as a
stepping-stone between Hogarth and Victorian
moralising pictures.

Samuel Colman, St James' Fair, 1829, oil on canvas, Bristol's
Museums, Galleries and Archives@

Was there a coherent'School' in Bristol at the
start of the 19th Century? Francis Greenacre,
(the main authority) believes that there was. He
put together the only book on the subject'The
Bristol School of Artists - Francis Danby and
Painting in Bristol 1810-1840'as the catalogue
to an exhibition at the City Art Gallery in 1973.
He also wrote the entries in the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography on the artists
covered here; therefore he is the source for
nearly all of the material in this piece.
Genre painting today sits in obscurity; will it
ever come back to prominence in historical
accounts, or even as a current style? lf you
would like to see any of these pictures, the
Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery has a good
selection on display - well worth a visit!

Thomas Taylor
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Alumni at Warwickshire School of Arts
The exhibiting of work of alumni is a new
enterprise organised by Jo Capper, the recently
appointed Fine Art leader at the School of Arts.
She proposes to show the work periodically of
past students. A room was set aside and an
impressive display of four past students' work
was shown. This is the sort of endeavour which
is the hall mark of a good art school and which
can be difficult to sustain given the
administrative burdens imposed by
contemporary education. Let us hope it can be
repeated, for a forward looking gallery should
be full of risk taking ideas, where expectation is
challenged and definitions queried.
The four alumni were Michelle Carruthers,
Richard Cresswell, David Miles and Stevie
Price, truly incubating artists. Each was very
different and not confined to traditional
materials or outlook, straying into
conceptualism, video art and performance, no
mean achievement for a provincial art school.
Carruthers's bold work consisted of two large
photographic images of a full frontal face: her
as a young child and as she is now. These
were hung side-by-side, directly in front of the
viewer and reflected in a large mirror like
structure of stainless steel, positioned below on
the ground. The reflection changed constantly
according to the viewer's location. By so doing
she explored 'the inextricable links between
mind and body seeking to represent the
essence of human consciousness.' A brave
claim indeed, for what some might regard as
fairground fun. lt was true that the changing
nature of the image made one reflect on the
nature of perception. The effect was a play
between her young face and her present one,
with built in distorlions from the formal set up of
the materials and was oddly effective. There
was a certain poignancy and poetry about the
two states of time which the images
represented.

Cresswell's piece was a performance where he
filmed himself endlessly drawing a figure eight,
complete with the necessary sound of crayon
on board. lt was all a mirage. What emerged, if
you had the time and patience to watch, was
the artist seemingly in front of you drawing an
irregular figure of eight, with some parts more
articulated than the others. lt was a tour de
force of application lasting several hours,

requiring physical and mental stamina and
raising the question of the real nature of line, 'is
it real or imagined?' Such an enterprise had
entertainment value as well as demonstrating
commitment. To some extent Cezanne had
raised the same question in his time producing
very different work!
The work of Miles was the most straightforward
of the four in so far his was static. lt consisted
of what looked like the back of old paintings
that had been handled without much care. lt
seems he had cut paintings into fine strips and
re-presented them for us to consider the
question of authorship and authenticity. Art
historians who specialise in the mediaeval
period can often, it is claimed by them, within
limits, get more information about its status
from the back of a painting than the front. This
is questioning and productive work which
makes the viewer stop, consider and ponder.
Nothing is, as it seems, not even a painting.
Price presented a video which explored 'the
origins of my class consciousness'which was
pointed and enormously amusing at times. lt
seemed lightweight initially with its humorous,
throwaway dialogue, but the impact grew. The
seriousness of the points made succeeded in
making one realise the hypocrisy surrounding
class, and the double standards of the
bohemenian fringe. lt was an effective, telling
reminder of thought and attitudes regarding
class, "The visible and invisible capital: the
preconceptions; the pic'n' mix of ideologies.
When I asked my seven year old son what
class he was, he replied -'3P' ". This
quotation gives a taste to the nature of the
content of the piece plus the variety of images
which sustained it. The whole was
sophisticated analysis of a tricky and ever
present subject.
The four works were very different and the
whole experience rewarding, pointing to the
level of thought and creativity which clearly
characterises the fine art department at the
college.

Dave Phillips
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From the ltaly Exhibition at the Venice Biennale 2009

The Giardini, Venice Biennale 2009
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Art lntent and Purposes
One common bemusement for artists of any
rank is the task of writing about one's own
work. lt is a thorny exercise. Whilst many of us
might be happy working in the visual medium of
our choice, to be expected to deliver our art
through the alternatively shaped opening of
written English can present more than just
discomfort. To describe our art is one thing, but
invariably we are asked to produce a written
accompaniment, a short manual to act as
guidance for anyone who happens to view the
work. The written piece must then function on
more levels than mere description; it must
compliment the work, echo the themes, subtitle
it, even, dare we consider, explain the work. ln
writing such a piece the artist is therefore faced
with awkward questions: How is my art meant
to operate? What is its purpose? What is my
relation to it?
Artists have been writing about their art (and
themselves) for a long time now. Something of
an apogee in artistic writing came with the
artistic "manifesto" of the first half of the last
century, but we can hardly write with such
gusto these days without a hefty pinch of
retrograde self-knowing. Most of us have
recoiled from these political and philosophical
statements. lnstead we have ended up mired in
an uneasy territory of expressionism and
mysticism. Statements like the following are
commonplace: "My paintings suggest the
fleeting histories of life"; "l paint in an attempt to
uncover some kind of latent truth"; "The
complexity of the world is unravelled through
visual representation", etc. These sorts of
statements seem to me to represent the misty
landscape of artistic writing to which most of us
are drawn, but which most of us find hard to
journey through. We have, by and large,
inherited an expressionistic version of creativity,
one which, I want to suggest, corners us into a
use of vague and muddled language.
This version of creativity may be summed up in
the following caricature: Artists imitate reality,
but do so through their own sensibilities. Art
thus gives us a piece of nature modified by an
artist's temperament. The hand of the artist
becomes divine. We are interested in the way it
moves and we value its instincts. Art is the form
through which the artists' hand yields emotional
expression.
The key aspect of this picture is the almost
magical quality of the creative act. ln writing
about the art produced through it, there is
hardly a shred of tangible reality to go on. And

is this not the kernel of this tricky predicament?
ln writing about our art, are we not being asked
to describe the genesis of an idea which we
ourselves regard as essentially mysterious? lt
seems the best we can do is look beyond
ourselves into the world of circumstantial
factors and history, try to locate the different
winds that blew us this way and that, and in this
way approximate the birth of our art.
Consider the following statements by two of
America's most celebrated expressionist artists.
The first indicates the magical aspect of
creativity; the second shows how circumstantial
factors are invoked to act as a statement of
intent:
"The most important tool the artist fashions
through constant practice is faith in his ability to
produce miracles when they are needed."
(Mark Rothko)
"On the floor I am more at ease. I feel nearer,
more a part of the painting, since this way I can
walk around it, work from the four sides and
literally be in the painting." (Jackson Pollock)
The difficulty of taking much meaning from
these statements is that expressionism looks
directly at the artist, yet at the same time it is a
wholehearted invitation to invoke mysticism as
the key to creativity. The novelist Edouard Rod
wrote, 'One is never the master of one's own
work,'which is an interesting statement
because of its sheer resignation of creative
agency. On the other hand, expressionism
operates under the opposite notion of the artist
as the meaning-master of the artwork. The
artist is the purpose-giving ancestor. For when
we ask 'Who guarantees the meaning of this
work of art?' the expressionist scheme directs
us to the artist. Only, if the core of
expressionism is mystical, then what are artists
meant to say when they are asked?
It is not surprising that visual artists writing
about their work must often be tempted by
Picasso's adage -'Painter, don't talk. Paint!'
Our lives, like our artworks, are shaped
haphazardly, and wondering how much of our
beings are shaped by outside circumstances
and how much by personalfree choice our
minds can go round in circles. This is our
conundrum. For the meeting place of the two
forces, inner and outer, is a confluence not
easily determined.
Artists have always struggled with this
paradigm of outer and inner. The painter and
teacher Paul Klee, for example, who wrote
several detailed tracts about the creative
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process, always found that in the actual
moment of creativity allforethought had to be
put to one side. lt was once written of Klee,
'The theorist in him had a powerful antagonist
the mystic. To reconcile them, to unite them in
a common effort, was until his death his most
constant endeavour.' lt is perhaps this task of
attempting to reconcile the limits of theory with
the boundlessness of creativity that challenges
us the most.
It has not always been this way. The ascription
of an artwork to an individual artist has
historical foundations. The medieval artist or
artisan was rarely cited by name, therefore to
hope to find a written testament or personal
"statement of intent" from a medieval artist is a
hope in vain. lt was only in the fourteenth
century that mention and praise of individual
artists occurred. This helped generate interest
in specific artist's works, leading to forms of
marketing and the building of reputations, and
in this way, to the artist as esteemed
commodity. The connection of painting with the
liberal arts brought with it assumptions of innate
talent and inventiveness, captured in the ltalian
term ingegno. The term has etymological
connections with the term'genius', though the
meaning has altered through time, resulting
with the post-romantic conception of genius that
is bound up closely with self-expression.
The heritage of this idea is the expressionistic
thesis that suggests the content of an artist's
life is somehow important to understanding the
work he or she produces and that one cannot
be understood without the other, thus
perpetuating the expressionistic clich6 that all
artists paints themselves. We look for the
name, and so the artist is born.
Staying with the historical perspective, we may
wonder to ourselves how artists such Rothko,
Pollock and Klee should be treated today. Take
the example of the painter Wassily Kandinsky.
Kandinsky was a member of the emerging
modern-expressionistic movement of early
twentieth century Europe. He was a student of
colour-theory, abstraction, Orientalism, and was
an experimentalist throughout his career. His
theories on colour make for fascinating reading,
and when one enters a gallery filled with
Kandinsky paintings one is left in no doubt that
colour is the subject under investigation. The
artist worked under a set of theoretical
conditions that regarded colour as a force
capable of manipulating the viewer's soul. His
works are a collection of experiments in such
manipulation, a collection we are invited to
pause over and judge. The outcomes of these
experiments are not foreseen, but they are

-
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performed with purpose, in Kandinsky's own
words to'exercise influence on the spiritual
atmosphere.'
ln the historical perspective such movements
as Expressionism are treated in terms of their
sociological makeup, and the individuals
viewed through a paradigm similar to
anthropology. From this point of view, a
Kandinsky painting does not reveal a
transcendentaltruth which we can now
experience so much as a remnant of a certain
idea, or else a meeting place of different social
and culturalforces consolidated into a single
object. A painting is a historical deposit of a
cultural milieu, a museum piece.
ln extreme versions, such a perspective can
sound like this: 'l shall start from the premise
that the art status we accord to paintings is not
the result of some quality inherent in the objects
concerned, but was, and continues to be,
conferred on them by their functions within a
particular set of social relations. [...] Art is
understood as a category of experience, which
takes different forms in different social orders.
And that experience is understood to have
been shaped through historically specific
patterns of relations, institutions, and
ideologies.' (Andrew Hemingway)
This perspective may leave some people cold,
but it could also well help us when faced with
the task of writing about our work. To think of
our work as a remnant of a historical moment
that yields meaning through historically specific
categories of experience may well make the
task a little easier.
Poststructuralist formulations of the subject's
place in society present a fundamentally
different relationship between subjective
experience and societaltruths. ln this
formulation the subject is'decentred' according
to which the subject does not speak or create
from an authoritatively subjective point of view.
ln this formula, expressionism as we know it is
debunked. Rather, the subjective experience is
said to be granted by social and symbolic
systems, expressed through language whose
meaning is not guaranteed by the speaker but
by the public structure of which it is part. As T.
R. Quigley describes the postmodern position,
since the 'play of signs is the property of culture
rather than of the individual writer [or artist], it
follows that the notion of art as self-expression
is a myth - a vestige of ideology.'
We might not agree with this view of art, but
what it raises is an interesting question: ls there
a different way of writing about our art?

Christopher Jones

ARTS AND CRAFTS

The status of crafts has commonly been a lowly one
compared to that of the arts. Can this inferior status

be justified?

I

want

to

argue that there

is no

fundamental distinction between them, and that the
distinction is a linguistic one, and one of emphasis
rather than one of substance.
The kind of things we normally call crafts are domestic
items such as plates, teacups, cutlery, carpets, rugs,
flower vases and so on. Essentially, they are items of
virtually any kind which are produced principally for
practical use. Among the criteria we normally use to
call an object a craftwork are: skill in its design and

workmanship, attention to its appearance, its
ergonomics, its fitness for use and for commercial

production, either by machine or by hand.
Somewhat different criteria are used in designating
something as a work of art, especially in what can
broadly be described as the fine arts, namely painting
and sculpture, book illustration, music, dance, and
literature, particularly poetry. lt can be argued that
such art forms are characterized not primarily by their
use but by their intinsic features and qualities. That is
to say, they are characterized primarily by the
attention given to their formal features and qualities,
as for example form, colour, texture, tone and other
features in painting and sculpture, and a variety of
features which characterize other art forms, such as
the quality of movement in dance, and metaphor and
imagery in poetry. ln short, the fine arts are
appreciated primarily for their actual presentational,
that is their aesthetic qualities as distinct form their
function and content. What a painting is about may be
socially important, but if its execution would merit no
better than a D-minus by knowledgeable and
discerning critics it could hardly be described as fine
art.

Of course art objects are valued not only for their
aesthetic qualities, but also for functions which they
also perform, for example to portray and record a
scene or event, draw attention to a moral issue, to
satirize human follies, to arouse compassion for the
underdog and outrage at cruelty. The list is endless.

It would appear that there is no fundamental
distinction between them since both art and craft can
combine the same qualities of function and form. The
difference, I suggest, is largely in the judgments we
make about such items. There are clearly elements of
craftsmanship in most art objects, and aesthetic
qualities in crafts. ln generalwe tend to call something
a craft object if its primary aim is to be used. By the
same token we can call something an art object if it
has appreciably aesthetic features. A cathedral, which
is predominantly a building with a function, or similarly
a sailing ship, can be described as works of art just as
a satirical drawing by Hogarth or Rowlandson, or an
apocalyptic painting by Goya. Both these also have
powerful social functions. The distinction between the
above examples is not one of substance but of
linguistic usage. The distinction is largely one of
emphasis, according to whether function or form
appears to dominate. lt also depends on the diversity
of human judgments.
The distinction, I suggest, is also one of significance,
or more explicitly, the significance we attach to an
object. lt would be perverse to claim that a carpet, for
example, however attractively designed and
decorated, could have any special human significance
unless the decorations were adaptations of some
stylized Arabic script with actual meanings. A work
which can legitimately be described as art, however,
in addition to its visual and formal qualities, may also
imply some significance in social, moral,
psychological, religious or philosophical or other
human terms.
It is true that some items that are claimed to be works
of art such as a light bulb switching on and off, or an
unmade bed, might have some private significance for
its maker or his acolytes. But without some intrinsic
aesthetic interest and quality it would appear to be
absurd to categorize them as genuine works of art.
But that is another story.
Ray Racy

We call them art objects because they combine both
functional and aesthetic qualities. But as has already
been suggested, that is also the case with a craft.
Many functional and aesthetic features can be found
together not only in items for dramatic use, but also in
buildings, steam engines, aircraft, ships, bridges and
other objects made primarily for use.
So where does the distinction lie between the arts and
crafts, if indeed there is one?
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Talking to Myself
Homage to Eugine Delacroix
Back at the Arc-de-Triomphe.
On the corner of the avenue Carnot,
waiting to cross to the metro at Etoile.
Young women in an open top
speed past, waving and shouting,
heading down the avenue de la Grande Arm6e.
I get off at the Hotel-de-Ville
and cross the Pont d'Arcole
for the Place du Parvis
and the cathedral of Notre-Dame:
to see the great rose window.
From there back across the river
to the rue de Rivoli and the narrow streets beyond,
to the rue Saint-Martin and the little church
of Saint-Merri with dragons sculpted in stone
and behind the altar, in the gloom,
eagles carved on a wooden screen.
And just a few steps further on
in rue des Lombards, ladies posing in a doorway,
in basques, suspenders and fishnet stockings.
From here to the maze of little streets
of the Latin Quarter, to the rue Mabillon
and the church of Saint-Sulpice,
where Jacob wrestles with the angel Gabriel
and herdsmen to the right, seemingly unaware,
drive their flock of sheep along a sunken lane.
Beneath the trees lie Jacob's hat, shield, scarf,
cloak and spear - the still-life that Delacroix painted
in less than half and hour, according to Andrieu,
his assistant, and completed, when the paint was dry,
in less time still. He must have used small brushes
to paint the interweaving strokes of spectral colour:
purple and violet, Prussian blue and ultramarine,
viridian, vermilion and Naples yellow:
the animated brim of the yellow hat
with its touches of orange, the deep blue
of the cloak - purple and violet shadows,
half lights of grey green in the white scarf.
I wonder was he allowed to paint on Sundays
despite the objections of the Abbe Coquant?
Standing there, on the stone slabs of the chapel floor,
in the light of its plain glass window,
to the music and chanting of the services
that he found so favourable for painting:
as he had done before, painting the'Pieta'
in the church of Saint-Denis du Saint-Sacrement,
in the rue Saint-Claude.

Nick Smale
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We offer a wide variety of full and part time courses in the

creative arts.
Part time and leisure course areas include:
Upholstery & Soft Furnishings
Interbrs
DIY Paint techniques
Woodworking
Painting & Drawing
Music
Muftinnedia

Photography & Video
For rnore information on our provision please call: 01926 31B2gg
Or e -mai I : en q ui ries@ryarkscol.ac. uk or visit www. warksco l.ac. uk

f theatre costume o interior design o jewelle
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GET ARTSPAGE FREE : JOIN LEAMINGTON STUDIO
ARTISTS
LSA is a pro-active organisation seeking to promote the Visual Arts in Leamington Spa and the
surrounding area. Our membership consists of both artists and supporters of the Visual Arts. Although
located in Leamington Spa in the new Cultural Quarter, Spencer Yard, LSA invites artists throughout
the Midlands and further afield to join the Association.
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Distribution Manager -Vacancy
Fund Raiser
Location & Project Manager

-

-

Vacancy

Andrew Christopher contact@andrew-christopher.com

Exhibition Organiser
Studio Manager
Ed

itor of Artspac e

-

-

Vacancy

Dave Lewis

- J on ath an Tre adwel/: artspaceed

itor@hotmail. co. uk

Please download application form at

WWW. LSA-ARTI STS . CO . U K
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LSA artists and their supporters in order of joining
David Phillips
Steve Phillips
Phyllis Davies
Hazel Shaw
Kieth Anker
Yvonne Boyle
Sheila Millward
David Troughton
Neil Moore
Jane Moore
Dominica Vaughan
Gillian lrving
Peter Woof
David Jones
Rosy Burman
Margaret Godwin
Linda Henry
John Myers
Colin Dick
Peter Scales
Mark Tilley
David Lewis
Catherine Bates
Liz Wright
Chris Couch
Tim Richards
Josephine Howard
Tony Prior
Julia Prior
Pat Carpenter
James Plaskitt MP
Richard Yeomans
Nick Bond
Pat Noble
Ray Spence
Sue Wilkins
Ruth Bennion
Philip Goddard
Mo Finnessey
Jan Hunt
Jane Plumb
Suzanne Perry
David Broadhead
Wendy Freeman
Simon English
Sue Jack
Val Mitchell
Shona Beard
Christine O'Sullivan
Helen Bone
Steff Hutchinson
James Butler RA
Roger du Pille
Judith Hickling

Nancy Upshall
Dianne Greenway
Neil Phillips
Marigold Macgregor
Anne Cole
David Ellis
David Broadfield
Paul Lockwood
Mo Enright
Rodney Philcox
Lynsey Cleaver
Barbara Shackley
C.J Duppa-Miller
Wendy Bicknell
lris Bertz
Julia Hayes
Laura Merlin
Tessa Beaver
Susie Mendelsson
Grace Newman
Thomas Taylor
lan Dove
Juliet Gladston
Mary Buckingham
lnga Harland
Dorothy Biddle
Elizabeth Marsh
Susan Coomer
Jean Parker
John Gilks
Heather Gilks
Carole Cruikshank
Angela Stride
Rosemary Keep
Alfreda McHale
Alan Dyer
Alison Lambert
Sally Carpenter
Susan Burman
Linda Reutt
Jean Mauger
Nick Smale
Rod Dorling
Moira Lamont
Ann Brain
Ann Forrester
Michelle Bowen
Judith Philcox
Rodney Barnes
Brenda Ratcliffe
Pixie Warburton
David lvory
Jan Rawnsley
Peter Roland
Bryan Sapwell

Roger Sargent
Margarita Rubra
Tim Griffiths
Jane Williams
CarolWheeler
Rhoda Bertz
Norman Jones
MaxwellWhite
Sonya Stuart
Julanne Barry
Sheridan Horn
Chris Jones
Rachel Liddell
Angus Liddell
Yvonne Morris
Louise Adams
Mary Partridge
Paul Chisholm
Cllr Roger Copping
Jane Ball
Emma Falke
Jenny Burns
Rod Perkins
Barbara Perkins
Jessica Morgan
Michael Cull-Dodd
Helena Godwin
Avril Moore
Jenny Edge
Lindsey Attwood
Bob Waugh
Joanne De La Salle
Nicky Cure
Jan Gay
Catherine Fielding
E. Barbara Winter
Elaine Edmunds
Carey Moon
Sue Lewis-Blake
Sonia Bublaitis
Olga Rudenko
Anthea Callen
Fran Booth
Emily Hero
Clari Searle
Richard Houguez
Peter Lovelock
Emma Price
Sarah Jane Wilson
lris Timbs
Jane Bracey
Richard Storey
Peter Lewis
Valerie Just

Stuart Clarke
Elaine Clarke
Anthony Bannister
Michael Bennett
Andrew Stibbs
Angela Webb
Louise Bagley
Ada Gaden
Stefan Kaliczak
Sheila Hosken
Jo Sutton
Nicholas Bond
Cheryl Portlock
Elizabeth Barber
Sara Bunney
Katerina Auloniti
Christopher
Buckingham
Kathy Williams
David Morphew
Andrew Gibbs
Jan Bunyan
Chris Partridge
Rosemary Davies
Suminder Sahota
Val Tallis
Jacqui Bricknell
France Brodeur
lianna Scandlan
Gordon Fyfe
Jean-Pierre Kunzler
Lizzie Cariss
Nicola Richards
Mair Evans
John Maxwell Steele
Trish Morris
George Taylor
Ann Gillman
Helen Bland
Linda Ridpath
David Dewis
Rachel Doughty
Julia Lanen
Lucy Jeynes
Marjorie Hurst
Georgie Carroll
Ann Loscombe
Caroline Pratt
Margaret Moore
Gerald Smith
Sue Blenkinsop
Diana Davies
Kim Ford
Ceridwen Williams
Aileen Bennett
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Kate Varney
Brenda Boardman
Maureen Toomey
Noreen Mason
Ann Miller
Marguerite Morris
Rosemary Hague
Stephen Whitehead
Jonathan Morley
Suki Dhaliwal
Jean Pritchard
Corinna Spencer
Ruppee Mundy
Debbie Quargnolo
Beatrice Hoffman
Ann Power
lan Purvis
Katherine Barker
Sue Bassett
Arthur Hilyer
Simon Shaffer
Jade Sinclair
Jan Gillet
Archie Pitts
Nigel Fletcher
Maureen Grimwade
James Henly
Jeremy Foster
John Devane
Eileen de Mortimer
Griffin
Matt Jones
Julie de Bastion
Pippa Donovan
Clive Sheridan
Gordon Connell
Jonathan Treadwell
Trudie Howe
Roger Howe
Paul Osborne
Ann Morrison
Elaine Treharne
Annabel Rainbow
Sharon Fermor
Elaine Wallace
Ruth Daly,
Kathy Webster
Terry Webster
Tim Beer
Raphaella Philcox,
Sharon Luke
John Keenan
Rosemary Hague
Jo Dalton
Thomas de Freston
Paul Tyler
Tatiana de Louvois
John Yeadon
Michael
Scheuermann
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Arturo Salazar:
Jason E Legon
Giuseppe Pittarello
Claire King
Annabel Shirt
Tessa McKenzie
Denise Russell
Jennifer Jones
Bridget Mattingly
lan Mattingly
Sue Machado
Ann Lewis
Phil Owen
VickiWalkden
Vivienne Robinson
Annabel Blundell
LouiseClaire Bradley
Annie Carpenter
Christie Clarke
Alison Chakir
Oliver Thomas
Phyllis Cox
Fiona Hodgetts
Sarah Moore
Sheila Graham
Zoe Petrie
John Davies
Russell Gain
Margaret Pope
Sarah Maurice-Smith
Ellie Rose
Louisa Hart
Alison Johnson
Richard Falk
Anni Robinson
Jane Williams
Robert Lavers
Jennifer Whelan
Phil Corbett
Maria Emilov
Victoria Fletcher
Libby January
Toni Storey
Andrew Christopher
Hansje te Velde
Kathryn Pettitt
Heather Bailey
Sarah Hobson
Stephanie Earl
Stuart Ellis
Jane Naylor
Sonia Kwasnik
Rach Flowers
Christine A Baylis
Frieda Palmer
Wendy Bicknell
Soonoo Choksy
Jim McGuigan
Linda Babb
Verity Thompson

Diana Adams
Sharron O'Keefee
Natalia Rowley
David Treadwell
Daphne Aaron
Tim Essex

Gorporate
members:
Hybrid Arts

Libby January, Think about it 2,2009, mixed media on paper,
70x50cm@

Bryan Sapwell, Distant lslands,2OO7, acrylic on canvas, 40x40cm@

Jane Williams, 4Square Danel,2O09, acrylic on canvas, 76x94cm@

Jane Williams, London Handel Players Flute & Cello,2009, acrylic
on c:rnvas,46x46cm@

favid Miles, Untitled,2009, oil on canvas, 55x74cm@

Alfreda McHale, You havenl a bg to stand on, 2009, found objecis
and human hair, 80x120x90cm(approx)

@

